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Reviewer’s report:

I read the paper about the protocol of the IMPROVE-GAP trial and I think it is well designed and reported. I just have some minor comments:

1) To allow reproducibility and to protect against selective outcome reporting risk of bias, please either provide a fully specified Statistical Analysis Plan, or state that this SAP will be provided before opening the database —for example, in the form of a Trials (free) Update. Please, specify if you will (logarithmically) transform LOS. Please, specify how you will treat deaths (13%?) in your analysis.

2) On page 17, line 10 you state that your analysis will be based on the "intention to treat" population (please, review your "n/a" in your Spirit table, item 20c) . Please note that now Consort and Spirit recommend "as randomized". Please, find useful advice to prevent and treat missing data at http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMsr1203730.

3) Please, note that the Consort figure (flowchart) is for the results, not the design; but Spirit suggests an alternate figure to highlight that recruitment precedes allocation. Please, consider to include a Spirit figure adapted to a SW design.

4) You stated that patients will be masked; but this could not be true (because they could know the intervention administered in each cluster). Please, consider to address how will you control, analyse or protect your design against selection (patients avoiding some clusters), attrition or evaluation bias.

5) Please, specify if alpha will be one or two-sided in your sample size rationale.
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